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The challenge of direct parameterized suﬃx sorting (p-suﬃx sorting) for a parameterized
string (p-string), say T of length-n, is the dynamic nature of the n parameterized
suﬃxes (p-suﬃxes) of T . In this work, we propose transformative approaches to direct
p-suﬃx sorting by generating and sorting lexicographically numeric ﬁngerprints and
arithmetic codes that correspond to individual p-suﬃxes. Our algorithm to p-suﬃx sort
via ﬁngerprints is the ﬁrst theoretical linear time algorithm for p-suﬃx sorting for non-
binary parameter alphabets, which assumes that, in practice, all codes are within the range
of an integral data type. We eliminate the key problems of ﬁngerprints by introducing an
algorithm that exploits the ordering of arithmetic codes to sort p-suﬃxes in linear time
on average. The arithmetic coding approach is further extended to handle p-strings in the
worst case. This algorithm is the ﬁrst direct p-suﬃx sorting approach in theory to execute
in o(n2) time in the worst case, which improves on the best known theoretical result on
this problem that sorts p-suﬃxes based on p-suﬃx classiﬁcations in O (n2) time. We show
that, based on the algorithmic parameters and the input data, our algorithm does indeed
execute in linear time in various cases, which is conﬁrmed with experimental results.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Conventional pattern matching involves the matching of standard strings over an alphabet Σ . Parameterized pattern
matching using parameterized strings, introduced by Baker [4], attempts to answer pattern matching questions beyond its
classical counterpart. A parameterized string (p-string) is a production of symbols from the alphabets Σ and Π , which
represent the constant symbols and parameter symbols respectively. Given a pair of p-strings S and T , the parameterized
pattern matching (p-match) problem is to verify whether the individual constant symbols match and whether there exists
a bijection between the parameter symbols of S and T . If the two conditions are met, S is said to be a p-match of T .
For example, there exists a p-match between the p-strings z = y ∗ f / + +y; and a = b ∗ f / + +b; that represent program
statements over the alphabets Σ = {∗, /,+,=, ; } and Π = {a,b, f , y, z}. Applications inherent to the p-matching problem
include detecting plagiarism in academia and industry, reporting similarities in biological sequences [27], discovering cloned
code segments in a program to assist with software maintenance [4], and answering critical legal questions regarding the
unauthorized use of intellectual property [29].
Initial solutions to the p-match problem were based on the parameterized suﬃx tree (p-suﬃx tree) [4]. Idury et al. [17]
studied the multiple p-match problem using automata. The physical space requirements of the p-suﬃx tree led to algorithms
such as parameterized-KMP [3], parameterized-BM [6], and the parameterized suﬃx array (p-suﬃx array) [16,12]. Analogous
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suﬃxes (p-suﬃxes) of an n-length p-string into a lexicographic order. The major diﬃculty is that unlike traditional suﬃxes
of a string, the p-suﬃxes are dynamic, varying with the starting position of the p-suﬃx. Thus, standard suﬃx sorting
approaches cannot be directly applied to the p-suﬃx sorting problem. Current approaches to directly construct the p-suﬃx
array without a p-suﬃx tree for an n-length p-string from an arbitrary alphabet require O (n2) and O (n3) time in the worst
case [16]. In [16], a standard quicksort was used to sort p-suﬃxes naïvely in O (n3) time. An improved algorithm was given
in [16] to sort p-suﬃxes via classiﬁcation and bucket or radix sorting in O (n2) time. Prior to our work, the group of I,
Deguchi et al. [16,12] was the only known group with results on the direct p-suﬃx sorting problem. The existence of a
better theoretical p-suﬃx sorting algorithm is proposed as an open problem in [16].
The direct p-suﬃx sorting problem is signiﬁcant because of two major reasons. First, the p-suﬃx array, like the traditional
suﬃx array, is a lightweight data structure in terms of space. If we traverse the p-suﬃx tree to indirectly obtain the p-suﬃx
array, we must allocate the heavyweight memory footprint required for the tree, voiding any space advantage of the array
representation. In a case where the tree is readily accessible, it is possible to obtain the n indices at the cost of a factor
of the alphabet in either the time or space depending on the representation of outgoing edges, i.e. vectors, linked lists,
or balanced binary trees. Second, traditional suﬃx sorting approaches beneﬁt from successive doubling used in [24] or
induction [1,2,18,25]. These techniques work with traditional strings because a suﬃx of a regular string shares information
common to other suﬃxes in the string. This is not necessarily the case with p-suﬃxes because of their dynamic nature
or more formally, the fact that the p-suﬃx at some position, say k of the p-string T , is not necessarily a suﬃx or even a
substring of the p-suﬃx at position (k − 1), (k − 2), or even 1. These obstacles introduce many challenges to the p-suﬃx
sorting problem. In this paper, we improve the running time of p-suﬃx sorting and address the open problem proposed
in [16].
Main Contribution. We construct p-suﬃx arrays by generating and sorting m-length codes that represent the individual
p-suﬃxes of a p-string. We propose the ﬁrst theoretical linear time claims to directly p-suﬃx sort p-strings on average from
non-binary parameter alphabets. Further, we propose the ﬁrst direct p-suﬃx sorting solution to execute in o(n2) time in the
worst case. We state our main result in the following, where m is the size of the block used in sorting and h is a measure
of the number of m-blocks needed to clearly differentiate the p-suﬃxes:
Theorem 21. Given a p-string T of length n, p-suﬃx-sorting of T can be accomplished in O (n) time and O (n) space on average via
parameterized arithmetic coding.
Theorem 26. Given a p-string T of length n and an integer m with 1m n, the p-suﬃx-sorting of T is accomplished in O (n) time
on average and precisely O (
∑h−1
i=1 [(n− i ×m) log(n− i ×m)] + n logn) time in the worst case via parameterized arithmetic coding.
Worst case space is O (n).
Corollary 27. Let  > 0 be a very small number  = 0.00...1. For a p-string T of length n and a chosen m = O (log1+ n), then in the
worst case when h = O ( nm ) the running time of Algorithm 6 is o(n2).
2. Background/related work
Baker [4] deﬁnes pattern matching as either: (1) exact matching, (2) parameterized-matching, or (3) matching with
modiﬁcations. A parameterized match (p-match) is a sophisticated matching scheme based on the composition of a pa-
rameterized string (p-string). A p-string is composed of symbols from a constant symbol alphabet Σ and a parameter
alphabet Π . A pair of p-strings S and T of length n are said to p-match when the constant symbols σ ∈ Σ match and
there exists a bijection of parameter symbols π ∈ Π between the pair of p-strings. Baker [4] offered the ﬁrst p-match
breakthroughs, namely, the prev encoding to detect a p-match and the parameterized suﬃx tree (p-suﬃx tree) analogous
to the suﬃx tree for traditional strings [1,15,28]. The p-suﬃx tree is built on the prev encodings of the suﬃxes of the
p-string, demanding O (n(|Π | + log(|Π | + |Σ |))) construction time in the worst case [5]. Improvements to the p-suﬃx tree
construction were introduced by Kosaraju [21]. Other contributions in the area of parameterized suﬃx trees include con-
struction via randomized algorithms [10,22,23]. Like the traditional suﬃx tree [1,15,28], the p-suﬃx tree [4] implementation
suffers from a large memory footprint. Other solutions that address the p-match problem without the space limitations of
the p-suﬃx tree include the parameterized-KMP [3] and parameterized-BM [6], variants of traditional pattern matching ap-
proaches. Such p-matching approaches always match a pattern across the text. As a result, these approaches are best suited
for infrequent use: to return the location, maximum length, or existence of a p-match. Alternatively, suﬃx structures (suﬃx
arrays and suﬃx trees) return a data structure with information about the suﬃxes of a string to assist in eﬃcient pattern
matching and are best suited for applications with a heavy demand on matching.
The native time and space eﬃciency of the suﬃx array led to the origination of the parameterized suﬃx array (p-
suﬃx array). The p-suﬃx array is analogous to the suﬃx array for traditional strings introduced in [24]. Manber and Myers
[24] show how to combine the suﬃx array and the LCP (longest common preﬁx) array to competitively search for pattern
P = P [1 . . .m] in a text T = T [1 . . .n] in O (m+ logn) time. Direct p-suﬃx array construction was ﬁrst introduced by Deguchi
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colleagues [16] later proposed the ﬁrst solutions to direct p-suﬃx sorting with an arbitrary alphabet size requiring O (n2)
and O (n3) time in the worst case, without the assistance of a p-suﬃx tree. The parameterized longest common preﬁx
(pLCP) array, analogous to the traditional LCP, was also deﬁned and constructed in [16,12]. We show how to compute the
pLCP array and other data structures for p-strings in [8,7]. In this work, we propose methods to the direct p-suﬃx sorting
problem without the assistance of the p-suﬃx tree by using ﬁngerprints and coding methods from information theory.
3. Preliminaries
A string on an alphabet Σ is a production T = T [1]T [2] . . . T [n] from Σn with n = |T | the length of T . We will use the
following string notations: T [i] refers to the ith symbol of string T , T [i . . . j] refers to the substring T [i]T [i + 1] . . . T [ j], and
T [i . . .n] refers to the ith suﬃx of T : T [i]T [i + 1] . . . T [n]. The area of parameterized pattern matching deﬁnes the ﬁnite
alphabets Σ and Π . Alphabet Σ denotes the set of constant symbols while Π represents the set of parameter symbols. We
assume the use of indexed alphabets. Alphabets are deﬁned such that Σ ∩ Π = ∅. Furthermore, we append the terminal
symbol $ /∈ Σ ∪ Π to the end of all strings to clearly distinguish between suﬃxes. For practical purposes, we can assume
that |Σ | + |Π | n since, otherwise a single mapping can be used to enforce the condition.
Deﬁnition 1 (Parameterized string (p-string)). A p-string is a production T of length n from (Σ ∪ Π)∗$.
Consider the alphabet arrangements Σ = {A, B} and Π = {w, x, y, z}. Example p-strings include S = AxByABxy$, T =
AwBzABwz$, and U = AyByAByy$.
Deﬁnition 2 (Parameterizedmatching (p-match)). (See [4,12].) A p-match exists between pair of p-strings S and T with n = |S|
if and only if |S| = |T | and each 1 i  n corresponds to one of the following:
1. S[i], T [i] ∈ (Σ ∪ {$}) ∧ S[i] = T [i]
2. S[i], T [i] ∈ Π ∧ ((a) ∨ (b))/∗ parameter bijection ∗/
(a) S[i] 	= S[ j], T [i] 	= T [ j] for any 1 j < i
(b) S[i] = S[i − q] iff T [i] = T [i − q] for any 1 q < i.
In our example, we have a p-match between the p-strings S and T since every constant/terminal symbol matches and
there exists a bijection of parameter symbols between S and T . U does not satisfy the parameter bijection to p-match with
S or T . The process of p-matching requires the prev encoding.
Deﬁnition 3 (Previous (prev) encoding). (See [4,12].) Given Z as the set of non-negative integers, the function prev: (Σ ∪
Π)∗$→ (Σ ∪Z)∗$ accepts a p-string T of length n and produces a string Q of length n that (1) encodes constant/terminal
symbols with the same symbol and (2) encodes parameters to point to previous like-parameters. More formally, Q is
constructed of individual Q [i] with 1 i  n where
Q [i] =
⎧⎨
⎩
T [i], if T [i] ∈ (Σ ∪ {$})
0, if T [i] ∈ Π ∧ T [i] 	= T [ j] for any 1 j < i
i − k, if T [i] ∈ Π ∧ k =max{ j|T [i] = T [ j], 1 j < i}.
For a p-string T of length n, the above O (n) space prev encoding demands the worst case construction time
O (n log(min{n, |Π |})), which follows from the discussions of Baker [4,6] and Amir et al. [3] on the dependency of alphabet
Π in p-match applications. Note that with an indexed alphabet and an auxiliary O (|Π |) mapping structure, we can con-
struct prev in O (n) time. Using Deﬁnition 3, our examples evaluate to prev(S) = A0B0AB54$, prev(T ) = A0B0AB54$,
prev(U ) = A0B2AB31$. The relationship between p-strings and the lexicographical ordering of the prev encoding is fun-
damental to the p-match problem.
Deﬁnition 4 (prev Lexicographical ordering). Given the p-strings S and T and two symbols s and t from the encodings
prev(S) and prev(T ) respectively, the relationships =, 	=, <, and > refer to lexicographical ordering between s and t .
We deﬁne the ordering of symbols from a prev encoding of the production (Σ ∪ Z)∗$ to be $ < ζ ∈ Z < σ ∈ Σ , where
each ζ and σ are lexicographically sorted in their respective alphabets. The relationships =, 	=, ≺, and  refer to the
lexicographical ordering between strings. In the case of prev(S) and prev(T ), prev(S) ≺ prev(T ) when prev(S)[1] =
prev(T )[1],prev(S)[2] = prev(T )[2], . . . ,prev(S)[ j − 1] = prev(T )[ j − 1],prev(S)[ j] < prev(T )[ j] for some j, j 
1. Similarly, we can deﬁne =k , 	=k , ≺k , and k to refer to the lexicographical relationships between a pair of p-strings
considering only the ﬁrst k 0 symbols.
The following proposition essential to the p-matching problem is directly related to the symbol ordering established in
Deﬁnition 4.
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S  T when prev(S)  prev(T ).
The example prev encodings show a p-match between S and T since prev(S) = A0B0AB54$ and prev(T ) =
A0B0AB54$. Also, U  S and U  T since prev(U ) = A0B2AB31$ > prev(S) = prev(T ) = A0B0AB54$. We use the
ordering established in Deﬁnition 4 to deﬁne the parameterized suﬃx array.
Deﬁnition 6 (Parameterized suﬃx array (p-suﬃx array)). The p-suﬃx array (pSA) for a p-string T of length n preserves
the lexicographical ordering of the indices i representing individual p-suﬃxes prev(T [i . . .n]) with 1  i  n, such that
prev(T [pSA[q] . . .n]) ≺ prev(T [pSA[q + 1] . . .n])∀q, 1 q < n. The act of constructing pSA is referred to as p-suﬃx sorting.
The pSA is analogous to the suﬃx array SA deﬁned for traditional strings. Let the rank array R rank each p-suﬃx index
in the p-string T to its position in the corresponding pSA or SA. The following pLCP array is used with the pSA for eﬃcient
p-matching [16,12,7].
Deﬁnition 7 (Parameterized longest common preﬁx (pLCP) array). The pLCP array for a p-string T of length n preserves
the length of the longest common preﬁx between neighboring p-suﬃxes. We deﬁne plcp(α,β) = max{k | prev(α) =k
prev(β)}. Then, pLCP[1] = 0 and pLCP[i] = plcp(T [pSA[i] . . .n], T [pSA[i − 1] . . .n]), 2 i  n. Denote pLCPmax as the maxi-
mum value in the array and denote pLCPμ as the mean of the array.
The standard LCP and longest common preﬁx computation lcp are analogous to the pLCP and plcp only without
the prev encoding. Also denote LCPmax and LCPμ similarly for the standard LCP. For the example T = AwBzABwz$ with
prev(T ) = A0B0AB54$, we have pSA = {9,8,7,4,2,1,5,6,3}, pLCP = {0,0,1,1,1,0,1,0,2}, pLCPmax = 2, and pLCPμ = 2/3.
The encoding prev is supplemented by the encoding forw.
Deﬁnition 8 (Forward (forw) encoding). Let the function rev(T ) reverse the p-string T and repl(T , x, y) replace all
occurrences in T of the symbol x with y. We deﬁne the function forw for the p-string T of length n as forw(T ) =
rev(repl(prev(rev(T )),0,n)).
Essentially, forw performs the following on a p-string T of length n: (1) encodes constant/terminal symbols with the
same symbol and (2) encodes each parameter p with the forward distance to the next occurrence of p or an unreachable
forward distance n. Our deﬁnition of the forw encoding generates output mirroring the fw encoding used by Deguchi et
al. [16,12]. Let N refer to the set of positive, non-zero integers. The function fw : (Σ ∪ Π)∗ → (Σ ∪N)∗ produces an output
encoding G with fw(T ) = G for each 1 i  n:
G[i] =
⎧⎨
⎩
T [i], if T [i] ∈ Σ
∞, if T [i] ∈ Π ∧ T [i] 	= T [ j] for any i < j  n
k − i, if T [i] ∈ Π ∧ k =min{ j | T [i] = T [ j], i < j  n}
The forw encodings in our example with n = 9 are forw(S) = A5B4AB99$, forw(T ) = A5B4AB99$, forw(U ) =
A2B3AB19$.
4. Direct p-suﬃx sorting motivation
Suﬃx arrays and suﬃx trees are data structures that preserve the ordering of the sorted suﬃxes of a string. Both data
structures can be used for similar purposes in pattern matching applications. However, these suﬃx structures differ by
representation and construction. Suﬃx trees (ST) [1,15,28] represent sorted suﬃxes in a tree form. With suﬃx trees, a key
construction result is the large practical footprint required by the data structure. Suﬃx arrays (SA) [24,25] are intended
to require less space by preserving the sorted suﬃxes simply using an integer array. It is possible to construct one suﬃx
structure from the other. Constructing the SA from the ST will eliminate the space saved by the suﬃx array. In this work,
we focus on direct suﬃx sorting, which adds a restriction to suﬃx array construction that a suﬃx tree cannot be used.
Traditional suﬃx array and suﬃx tree constructions are linear with respect to the text.
In terms of the parameterized string (p-string) [4], direct parameterized suﬃx sorting (p-suﬃx sorting) is the construc-
tion of the parameterized suﬃx array (pSA) without the use of the parameterized suﬃx tree (pST). Currently, several pST
constructions [4,5,21,10,22,23] already execute roughly in time linear with respect to the length of the p-string. Current
worst case theoretical direct pSA constructions for any alphabet sets require either a naïve cubic or an improved time
quadratic to the length of the p-string [12,16]. It is posed as an open question in [16] whether sub-quadratic theoretical
worst case algorithms exist for direct pSA constructions.
The construction of the pSA is very different from the construction of the SA because of the fact that the suﬃxes are
drastically different. Recall from the preliminaries that a parameterized suﬃx (p-suﬃx) is a suﬃx under the prev encoding.
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Suﬃxes with Σ = {A, B}, Π = {x, y, z}, n = 9, S = ABB ABBB A$, and T = yyAxxzyz$.
i Suﬃx: S[i . . .n] p-suﬃx: prev(T [i . . .n])
1 ABB ABBB A$ 01A01052$
2 BB ABBB A$ 0A01052$
3 B ABBB A$ A01002$
4 ABBB A$ 01002$
5 BBB A$ 0002$
6 BB A$ 002$
7 B A$ 00$
8 A$ 0$
9 $ $
A brief analysis of Table 1 shows the core difference between standard suﬃxes and p-suﬃxes. That is, standard suﬃxes are
related by simply removing the ﬁrst symbol to obtain the next suﬃx. Also, each standard suﬃx is related to one another.
For example, the suﬃx at 3 is a suﬃx of 1 and 2. These relationships are exploited in standard direct suﬃx sorting. From
the example in Table 1, we see that this is not the case with p-suﬃxes and so, standard SA constructions do not readily
apply. The following lemma formalizes this intricacy with p-suﬃxes.
Lemma 9. Given a p-string T of length n, the suﬃxes of prev(T ) are not necessarily the p-suﬃxes of T. More formally, if π ∈ Π occurs
more than once in T , then ∃i, such that prev(T [i . . .n]) 	= prev(T )[i . . .n], 1 i  n.
Proof. Consider that the only parameter symbol to occur in the p-string T is π ∈ Π , which exists only at positions α
and β with α < β . Suppose that indeed prev(T [α . . .n]) = prev(T )[α . . .n] and prev(T [β . . .n]) = prev(T )[β . . .n]. By
Deﬁnition 3, the ﬁrst occurrence of symbol π at position α will be prev encoded by 0 and the π at position β will be
prev encoded by β − α. So, in the case of suﬃx α, prev(T [α . . .n]) = prev(T )[α . . .n]. At suﬃx β , the encoding of π at
position β in T will change to 0 in prev(T [β . . .n]) by Deﬁnition 3 whereas prev(T )[β . . .n] will retain the old encoding of
β −α since symbol π still occurs in prev(T ) at position α. The π at position β forces prev(T [β . . .n]) 	= prev(T )[β . . .n],
which is a contradiction. 
It is tempting to concatenate all of the p-suﬃxes of an n-length text T , perform a standard SA construction, and post-
process the results to construct the pSA. However, there are O (n2) symbols in all of the p-suﬃxes of T and so, the time
and space of such an SA construction would have a complexity no better than quadratic in the length of T . Since there
are currently few direct pSA constructions in the literature [12,16] and since theoretical pSA construction improvements are
necessary before applications can consider using the pSA over the pST , we are motivated to offer different approaches to
direct pSA construction. In this paper, we are inﬂuenced by the use of ﬁngerprints in pattern matching [20] and the use of
arithmetic coding in [2] to address standard suﬃx sorting to use these techniques to assist with the new challenges of pSA
construction.
5. p-Suﬃx sorting via ﬁngerprints
Our idea is to modify the traditional Karp and Rabin (KR) ﬁngerprinting scheme presented in [15,28,20] to accommodate
the changing nature of p-suﬃxes. The KR algorithm generates an integral KR “signature” or “ﬁngerprint” code to represent a
string using the lexicographical ordering of symbols [20]. By representing p-suﬃxes of the n-length text T through numeric
ﬁngerprints, we devise a mechanism to retain a “tangible” copy of the changing p-suﬃxes under the prev encoding. In this
section, we assume that n is not too large. That is, the KR codes can ﬁt into standard integer representations such as long
long integer. Further, it is assumed that we can perform operations and computations on an integral data type in constant
time. In traditional KR ﬁngerprinting [15,28,20], the modulus operator is used to force all ﬁngerprints to be represented
by an integer data type, causing collisions between equal signatures and non-equal patterns that are represented. In this
section, we do not use the modulus operator on ﬁngerprints because it will destroy the lexicographical orderings of the
represented patterns. As a result of this limitation, we use this section as a stepping stone to provide ideas and basic theory
used in our core contribution: p-suﬃx sorting with arithmetic coding.
We now denote the following variables that are continually reused throughout this section for the working p-string T
of length n: prevT = prev(T ), forwT = forw(T ), max = maxdist(prevT) (see below), R = |Σ | + max + 2. Throughout this
work, we use symbols from the variable prevT to eﬃciently compute symbols of the p-suﬃx encoding prev(T [i . . .n]) for
any i, 1 i  n. Our ﬁngerprinting approach relies on a lexicographical ordering implementation of Deﬁnition 4 to appro-
priately accommodate the prev alphabet Σ ∪Z∪ {$}. Our ordering scheme, function map, is formalized in Deﬁnition 10.
Deﬁnition 10 (Mapping function). Let max = maxdist(prevT) = max{prevT[i] | prevT[i] ∈ Z for 1  i  n}. Let function
αi(x, X) return the lexicographical order (1,2, . . . , |X |) of the symbol x in alphabet X . We then deﬁne the function
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Lexicographical ordering of p-suﬃxes with pKR, using T = AwBzABwz$.
i pSA[i] T [pSA[i] . . .n] prev(T [pSA[i] . . .n]) pKR(pSA[i]) KR(pSA[i])
1 9 $ $ 43046721 43046721
2 8 z$ 0$ 90876411 263063295
3 7 wz$ 00$ 96190821 330556302
4 4 zABwz$ 0AB04$ 129298356 129593601
5 2 wBzABwz$ 0B0AB54$ 130740084 130740084
6 1 AwBzABwz$ A0B0AB54$ 358900444 358900444
7 5 ABwz$ AB00$ 388608030 391501431
8 6 Bwz$ B00$ 398108358 424148967
9 3 BzABwz$ B0AB04$ 401786973 401819778
map : (Σ ∪ Z ∪ {$}) → N to map a symbol, say x, in prevT to an integer preserving the ordering of Deﬁnition 4. We also
deﬁne the function in(x, X) to determine if x ∈ X instantaneously based on the deﬁnition of map(x).
map(x) =
⎧⎨
⎩
1, if x = $
αi(x,Z) + 1, if x ∈ Z
αi(x,Σ) +max+ 2, if x ∈ Σ
in(x, X) =
⎧⎨
⎩
true, if X = Z∧ (1 < map(x)max+ 2)
true, if X = (Σ ∪ {$}) ∧ (map(x) = 1∨ map(x) > max+ 2)
false, otherwise
In practice, we can further tailor the map function for each single prev encoding by replacing each Z with a new
set Zprev(T ) that speciﬁes only the distances used in prev(T ). The function map is fundamental for the parameterized
Karp–Rabin ﬁngerprinting (pKR) algorithm, which generates parameterized Karp–Rabin (pKR) codes.
Deﬁnition 11 (Parameterized Karp–Rabin (pKR) function). Let prevTi = prev(T [i . . .n]). We deﬁne pKR(i) =
∑i
k=n[Rk−1 ×
map(prevTi[n − k + 1])] to return a ﬁngerprint generated for the p-suﬃx beginning at index i.
Table 2 shows example ﬁngerprints using our pKR algorithm and also the standard algorithm KR for the string
T = AwBzABwz$. This example shows the true power of our pKR algorithm in that the ordering of the computed ﬁn-
gerprints for p-suﬃxes of T yields the correct p-suﬃx array pSA = {9,8,7,4,2,1,5,6,3}. We notice that using KR directly
produces the array {1,4,5,2,3,6,7,9,8}, which is not the correct p-suﬃx array. The execution of function pKR may be
naïvely cascaded to produce ﬁngerprints for all n p-suﬃxes at positions 1 i  n of p-string T requiring O (n2) time, which
is a theoretical bottleneck. We can intelligently construct pKR codes for the p-suﬃxes of T by taking advantage of the re-
lationship between p-suﬃxes and pKR codes. Consider qi to be the pKR code for the p-suﬃx at position i. The code qi+1
can be used to compute the ﬁngerprint for qi for i  1 by introducing a new symbol at position i. Lemmas 12 and 13
identify the adjustments that dynamically change the p-suﬃxes between the neighboring p-suﬃxes at i and (i + 1) when
considering a symbol introduced at position i.
Lemma 12. Given p-string T , prevT = prev(T ), and prevT[i + 1 . . .n] = prev(T [i + 1 . . .n]) where T [i] is a constant, terminal, or
the only occurrence of parameter T [i] in T [i . . .n], then prevT[i . . .n] = prev(T [i . . .n]) if prevT[i] = prev(T [i]).
Proof. For symbol σ ∈ (Σ ∪ {$}), prev(σ ) = σ by Deﬁnition 3. For symbol π ∈ Π Deﬁnition 3 states that prev(π) = 0 for
the ﬁrst occurrence. When T [i] is the only occurrence of π in T [i . . .n], ∃ no future π to re-encode at positions i + 1 to
n by Deﬁnition 3. Since we are given that prevT[i + 1 . . .n] = prev(T [i + 1 . . .n]), and Deﬁnition 3 states that σ or π will
generate a deﬁnitive encoding without impacting current encodings, then prevT[i . . .n] = prev(T [i . . .n]) upon adjustment
of the encoding at prevT[i] so that prevT[i] = prev(T [i]). 
Lemma 13. Given p-string T , prevT = prev(T ), forwT = forw(T ), and prevT[i + 1 . . .n] = prev(T [i + 1 . . .n]) where T [i] ∈
Π occurs multiple times in T [i . . .n], then prevT[i . . .n] = prev(T [i . . .n]) after (1) identifying the current parameter as the ﬁrst
occurrence of T [i] (prevT[i] = 0) and (2)modifying the future occurrence of T [i] (prevT[i + forwT[i]] = forwT[i]).
Proof. We must achieve prev(T [i . . .n]) by using prevT[i . . .n] given that prevT[i+1 . . .n] is the correct p-suﬃx for position
(i + 1). Since T [i] ∈ Π is the ﬁrst occurrence of T [i] in T [i . . .n], by Deﬁnition 3, its encoding is clearly prev(T [i]) = 0. So,
prevT[i] = 0 will adjust our p-suﬃx. However, since we are given the fact that T [i] has future occurrences in T [i + 1 . . .n],
then ∃ exactly one future occurrence of T [i] to adjust. This occurrence of T [i] in T [i + 1 . . .n] at position, say j, j > i
is currently such that prevT[ j] = 0 and by Deﬁnition 3, only the ﬁrst occurrence of a T [i] in prev(T [i . . .n]) can be 0.
Then, clearly Deﬁnition 3 states that the encoding prevT[ j] = j − i. To make this change we must locate the next forward
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1 struct pcode { int i, long long int pKR }
2 int[] p_suffix_sort_pKR(char T[n]) {
3 pcode code[n], long long int pKR=0
4 int pSA[n], k
5 // A) −− generate the individual prev ﬁngerprints
6 for (k=n to 1) {
7 pKR = δpKR(k,pKR)
8 code[k]=(k,pKR)
9 } // B) −− sort p−suﬃxes
10 // sort code[k].pKR into code, 1kn
11 radix_sort({code[1],code[2], . . . ,code[n]})
12 // C) −− retain p−suﬃx array
13 for (k=1 to n)
14 pSA[k]=code[k].i
15 return pSA
16 }
parameter T [i] in T [i + 1 . . .n], which Deﬁnition 8 informs us is available at forwT[i] positions ahead of the current symbol
position i; i.e. j = i+ forwT[i]. So, prevT[ j] = j− i must be the case. By substituting j, prevT[i+ forwT[i]] = (i+ forwT[i])− i ⇒
prevT[i + forwT[i]] = forwT[i]. 
We refer to a code generated by pKR for the p-suﬃx i as qi . The transitions needed to compute a p-suﬃx i from a
p-suﬃx (i + 1) formalized in Lemmas 12 and 13 are subsequently the requirements to compute code qi from qi+1. These
transitions are consolidated into δpKR and shown to eﬃciently generate pKR codes.
Deﬁnition 14 (Function δpKR). Let β = forwT[i], λ = (map(β) − map(0)) × Rn−β−1, and B = qi+1+map(prev(T [i]))R
n
R . We deﬁne
the function δpKR(i,qi+1) as follows to return the code qi via a transition of the provided code qi+1 with the newly added
symbol at position i.
δpKR(i,qi+1) =
{
B, if in(prevT[i],Σ ∪ {$}) ∨ (in(prevT[i],Z) ∧ forwT[i] n)
B + λ, if in(prevT[i],Z) ∧ forwT[i] < n
Theorem 15. Given a p-string T of length n and precalculated variables prevT and forwT, function δpKR requires O (n) time to generate
ﬁngerprints for all p-suﬃxes in T .
Proof. The ﬁngerprints are generated successively by the function calls qn = δpKR(n,0), qn−1 = δpKR(n − 1,qn), . . . ,q1 =
δpKR(1,q2). Either case of function δpKR may be computed in O (1) time and is called sequentially a total of n times, once
for each of the n p-suﬃxes. The overall time is O (n). 
We introduce p_suffix_sort_pKR in Algorithm 1 to sort p-suﬃxes via the sorting of ﬁngerprints through the tran-
sition function in Deﬁnition 14. Theorem 16 proves the time complexity of Algorithm 1.
Theorem 16. Given a p-string T of length n, function p_suffix_sort_pKR sorts all the n p-suﬃxes of T in O (n) time.
Proof. We assume that the ﬁngerprints for each p-suﬃx are represented by an integer code and each use of the code is
accomplished in constant time. Thus, section A) of p_suffix_sort_pKR follows from Theorem 15 to require O (n) time.
The radix sorting required in section B) requires O (cn), where c is a constant. The loop in section C) clearly requires O (n)
time. Overall, p_suffix_sort_pKR requires O (n) time. 
Again, we stress that this algorithm requires ﬁngerprints that have not been processed via the modulus operation as
was used in [20]. We need the lexicographical ordering of the p-suﬃxes to be preserved in the ﬁngerprint ordering. Thus,
the algorithm is suitable for small strings. Even with this limitation, the process of developing p_suffix_sort_pKR
has introduced ideas and theory that are relevant to the main contribution of this work: p-suﬃx sorting with arithmetic
codes.
6. p-Suﬃx sorting via arithmetic coding
Arithmetic coding compresses a string by recursively dividing up a real number line into intervals that account for the
cumulative distribution function (cdf ), which describes the probability space of each symbol. Let the pair (lo,hi) denote
the interval for an arithmetic code AC, where lo and hi are the low and high boundaries, respectively. Any consistent
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Algorithm 2. Generating pAC for an m-length preﬁx of p-suﬃx i.
1 struct AC { long double lo, long double hi }
2 AC pAC(int i, int m) {
3 int end=min{i+m−1,n}, k
4 int prevTi [] = prev(T[i...end]), AC new=(0,0), old=(0,1)
5 for (k=i to end) {
6 new.hi=old.lo+(old.hi−old.lo)∗cdf[map(prevTi [k−i+1])]
7 new.lo=old.lo+(old.hi−old.lo)∗cdf[map(prevTi [k−i+1])−1]
8 old=new
9 }return new
10 }
choice in this region, say tag(s) = s.hi+s.lo2 , represents the arithmetic code and preserves the lexicographical ordering of
strings. Arithmetic coding and renormalization are further described in [26,11]. Recently, Adjeroh and Nan [2] used a novel
application of Shannon–Fano–Elias codes from information theory to address the traditional suﬃx sorting problem. In the
work, they generate arithmetic codes for m-blocks, or m-length preﬁxes of the suﬃxes, to maintain the ordering of m
symbols. They show how to eﬃciently transition one AC m-block code at suﬃx i to construct the m-block AC at suﬃx
(i + 1) by removing the symbol at i and appending the symbol at (i +m). The transitioning scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1.
In terms of suﬃx sorting with arithmetic codes in [2], the suﬃxes are recursively partitioned and the generated m-block
arithmetic codes are exploited to induce the ordering of the partitions in linear time. Extending the suﬃx sorting via
arithmetic coding algorithm given in [2] to the p-suﬃx sorting problem is not straightforward because of the dynamic
relationship between p-suﬃxes, identiﬁed in Lemma 9. In this section, we use arithmetic coding to assist in pSA construction.
It is assumed that we can perform operations and computations on integral and ﬂoating point data types in constant
time.
6.1. Sorting p-suﬃxes on average
Given an n-length p-string T , we can create a parameterized arithmetic code pAC via function pAC from Deﬁnition 17
for the m-blocks, or m-length preﬁxes, of the n p-suﬃxes of T . The distribution of symbols will impact the size of the
intervals and hence the tag, but this does not change the order of the generated arithmetic codes. Thus, without loss of
generality, we assume that each symbol x ∈ (Σ ∪ Z ∪ {$}) in the alphabet of a prev encoding is equally probable, where
p represents the probability of a symbol and the array cdf contains the values of the uniform cdf with respect to the
neighboring lexicographical alphabet symbols. The following deﬁnition modiﬁes the traditional AC algorithm to create an
m-block arithmetic code for a p-suﬃx at position i in T .
Deﬁnition 17 (Parameterized arithmetic coding (pAC) function). For an n-length p-string T , the function pAC in Algorithm 2
will generate an arithmetic code interval for the m-block preﬁx of the p-suﬃx starting at position i.
Table 3 shows the pAC codes for m-blocks of m = 2,3,n of p-string T = AwBzABwz$. We notice that a “collision” occurs
for two pAC codes using m = 2 since the m-blocks are equivalent. Even though the pAC codes distinctly sort the n p-suﬃxes
of T when m approaches n, we highlight that the practical limitation is arithmetic precision. See [2,26] for handling this
problem.
In order to use the m-block codes, we must generate them eﬃciently. We denote the m-block arithmetic code at p-suﬃx
i by pACi . The idea is to ﬁrst use function pAC to compute pAC1 and use this code to generate the remaining (n− 1) codes,
namely pAC2,pAC3, . . . , and pACn . Iteratively, we will need to adjust the arithmetic codes to (1) remove the old symbol and
(2) add the new symbol. Recall from Lemmas 12 and 13 that even though a p-suﬃx is dynamically changing with respect
to the starting position of a parameter, it is possible to transition or change, in a constant number of steps, a p-suﬃx to its
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Lexicographical ordering of p-suﬃxes with pAC, using T = AwBzABwz$.
i pSA[i] T [pSA[i] . . .n] prev(T [pSA[i] . . .n]) tag(pAC(pSA[i],m))
m = 2 m = 3 m = n
1 9 $ $ 0.055556 0.055556 0.055556
2 8 z$ 0$ 0.117284 0.117284 0.117284
3 7 wz$ 00$ 0.129630 0.124143 0.124143
4 4 zABwz$ 0AB04$ 0.203704 0.209191 0.208743
5 2 wBzABwz$ 0B0AB54$ 0.216049 0.211934 0.212459
6 1 AwBzABwz$ A0B0AB54$ 0.796296 0.801783 0.801384
7 5 ABwz$ AB00$ 0.882716 0.878601 0.878076
8 6 Bwz$ B00$ 0.907407 0.903292 0.902683
9 3 BzABwz$ B0AB04$ 0.907407 0.911523 0.912083
neighboring p-suﬃx in the p-string. This transition idea was used in the construction of the pKR codes in Deﬁnition 14. We
now use this transition idea to construct pAC codes.
Case 1. Removing a symbol s from an arithmetic code m-block requires us to simply delete s when s ∈ Σ or s ∈ Π and does not occur
in the m-block. When s ∈ Π and occurs later in the m-block, the code must accommodate for both the removed occurrence and the
future occurrence of s.
Deﬁnition 18 (Remove symbol δ−pAC transition). Given the AC code A at m-block i with 1 i  n, δ−pAC supplies the transition
to remove the symbol at position i and provide the new code A of the (m − 1)-block at p-suﬃx (i + 1). Let β = forwT[i],
j = i + β , e =min{i +m− 1,n}, λ = (map(β) − map(0)) × pβ+1, and c = cdf [map(prev(T [i])) − 1].
δ−pAC(i, A) =
{( A.lo−c
p ,
A.hi−c
p
)
, if (in(prevT[i],Z) ∧ j > e) ∨ in(prevT[i],Σ ∪ {$})( A.lo−λ−c
p ,
A.hi−λ−c
p
)
, if in(prevT[i],Z) ∧ j  e
Case 2. Adding (i.e. appending) symbol s to an arithmetic code m-block requires us to simply append the code when s ∈ Σ or s ∈ Π
and does not occur in the m-block. When s ∈ Π and occurs previously in the m-block, the code must account for the new occurrence
in terms of the previous occurrence of s.
Deﬁnition 19 (Add symbol δ+pAC transition). Given the AC code A at (m − 1)-block (i −m + 1)  1 with i  n, δ+pAC supplies
the transition to add the symbol at position i and provide the new code A of the m-block at p-suﬃx (i − m + 1). Let
b = max{1, i −m + 1}, k = i − prevT[i],  = A.hi − A.lo, d =  × cdf [map(prev(T [i]))], f =  × cdf [map(prev(T [i])) − 1],
v =  × cdf [map(prevT[i])], and w =  × cdf [map(prevT[i]) − 1]
δ+pAC(i, A) =
{
(A.lo + f , A.lo + d), if (in(prevT[i],Z) ∧ k < b) ∨ in(prevT[i],Σ ∪ {$})
(A.lo+ w, A.lo+ v), if in(prevT[i],Z) ∧ k b
With the assistance of Deﬁnitions 18 and 19, we can eﬃciently generate the m-block codes for all n p-suﬃxes of T .
Consider the p-string T = zwzAB A$, Σ = {A, B}, Π = {w, z}, and m = 4, we successively generate the m-block codes in the
following fashion: 0 0 2 A
δ−pAC→ 00A δ
+
pAC→ 00A B → ·· · .
Theorem 20. Given a p-string T of length n and precalculated variables prevT and forwT, the pAC codes for all the m-length preﬁxes
of the p-suﬃxes require O (n) time to generate.
Proof. Generating the ﬁrst m-block code pAC1 via pAC1 = pAC(1,m) will require O (m) time. Iteratively, the neighboring
pAC codes will be used to create the successive p-suﬃx codes. The ﬁrst extension of code pAC1 to create pAC2 will require
the removal of prevT[1] via a call to pAC2 = δ−pAC(1,pAC1), which is O (1) work, and the addition of symbol prevT[2+m− 1]
via a call to pAC2 = δ+pAC(2+m− 1,pAC2), which also demands O (1) work. This process requiring two O (1) steps is needed
for the remaining (n − 1) m-block p-suﬃxes of T . The resulting time is O (m+ n). Since m n, the theorem holds. 
The eﬃcient preprocessing from Theorem 20 leads to an average case linear time algorithm for direct p-suﬃx sorting
for non-binary parameter alphabets. This result is a signiﬁcant checkpoint in the paper since it is later extended to sort
p-suﬃxes in the worst case.
Theorem 21. Given a p-string T of length n, p-suﬃx-sorting of T can be accomplished in O (n) time and O (n) space on average via
parameterized arithmetic coding.
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1 struct pcode { int i, int di }
2 boolean average_case=true
3 int[] pSA_Algorithm3(char T[n]) {
4 int pSA[n], m=log(n), k
5 pcode code[n], AC current=pAC(1,min{m,n})
6 for (k=2 to n) {
7 current=δ−pAC(k−1,current)
8 if (k+m−1  n)
9 current=δ+pAC(k+m−1,current)
10 code[k]=(k,c∗(n−1)∗(tag(current)−tag(pACmin))/(tag(pACmax)−tag(pACmin)))
11 } // sort code[k].di into code, 1kn
12 radix_sort({code[1],code[2], . . . ,code[n]})
13 for (k=1 to n) {
14 pSA[k]=code[k].i
15 if (k<n ∧ code[k].di=code[k+1].di )
16 average_case=false
17 } return pSA
18 }
Proof. We can construct prev(T ) in O (n) time given an indexed alphabet and an O (|Π |) auxiliary data structure. The
lexicographical ordering of the m-block pAC codes follow from the notion of arithmetic coding and Deﬁnition 10. From
Theorem 20, we can create all the m-block pAC codes in O (n) time. Similar to [2], the individual ﬂoating point codes
may be converted to integer codes di in the range [0, c(n− 1)] by di = c(n − 1) tag(pACi)−tag(pACmin)tag(pACmax)−tag(pACmin) , where the constant
c > 1 is chosen to best separate the di and values pACmin and pACmax correspond to the minimum and maximum pAC
codes, respectively. From [19,13], we know that an n-length general (average) string has a max length for the longest
common preﬁx (i.e. maximum value in the LCP array) in O (log|Σ | n). That is, a standard average string from alphabet Σ has
preﬁxes that match O (log|Σ | n) symbols until the suﬃxes clearly differentiate. We can use this result in terms of p-strings
by converting the dynamically changing p-suﬃxes of T to a single standard string. Let x ◦ y be the string concatenation
of x and y. Then, we shall make a standard string Q = prev(T [1 . . .n − 1])$1 ◦ prev(T [2 . . .n − 1])$2 ◦ · · · ◦ prev(T [n −
1 . . .n − 1])$n−1 ◦ $n that contains each individual p-suﬃx of T . Notice that Q is of length |Q | = n(n+1)2 ∈ O (n2) and since
all p-suﬃxes are clearly represented, the symbols of Q may be mapped to the standard string alphabet Σ . Since there are
at most n unique non-terminal symbols used by all of the p-suﬃxes, it is possible that |Σ | = n. Now, we shall use the
contribution of [19,13] to obtain the length of the maximum longest common preﬁx for the average string Q , which will
be in O (log|Σ | n2). Thus, we can upper bound the result by O (logn). Then by choosing m = O (logn) and generating the
m-block pAC codes, only the ﬁrst O (n) radix sort of the di codes is required to differentiate the p-suﬃxes of an average
case string, demanding only O (n) operations. Such is accomplished in Algorithm 3. Since the algorithm only uses a constant
number of arrays of length n, then only O (n) space is consumed. 
6.2. Sorting p-suﬃxes in the worst case
Given a general p-string, the p-suﬃx sorting approach in Algorithm 3 sorts p-suﬃxes. A limitation of the average case
solution in Algorithm 3 is that it does not support p-suﬃx sorting in the worst case. More speciﬁcally, when the m =
O (logn) symbols encoded by the m-block arithmetic codes are not suﬃcient to differentiate between all of the n p-suﬃxes
of a p-string, additional sorting is required. At this point, we have only referred to an m-block as an m-length preﬁx of
some p-suﬃx. In general, an m-block can be any m-length substring of a p-suﬃx. Thus, we use the m-block idea to extend
Algorithm 3 to sort the n p-suﬃxes of a p-string in the worst case by successively sorting general m-block arithmetic
codes.
Consider the n-length p-string T and some m, 1 m  n. Our idea is to ﬁrst construct the m-block arithmetic codes
prev(T [1 . . .m]),prev(T [2 . . .m+ 1]), . . . ,prev(T [n−m+ 1,n]), . . . ,prev(T [n . . .n]) and then sort the codes to form the
initial buckets. While each individual bucket is not a singleton, the buckets are subsequently ordered within by sorting
the arithmetic codes corresponding to the adjacent m-block p-suﬃxes prev(T [1 . . .n])[m + 1 . . .2m],prev(T [2 . . .n])[m +
1 . . .2m], etc. to further differentiate the p-suﬃxes within each individual bucket. This process continues until each bucket
is a singleton; that is, there are n buckets, each containing only one p-suﬃx. We further pursue this approach.
Since we are relaxing the location of m-blocks in a p-suﬃx, the sorting technique described previously will require us
to extend Algorithm 3 by ﬁrst generalizing our use of m-block codes so that m-blocks apply to any m-length substring of a
p-suﬃx. Like Algorithm 3, we want to eﬃciently generate arithmetic codes by constructing the ﬁrst m-block code for the
p-suﬃx at index 1 and then, extending the codes for p-suﬃxes 2,3, . . . ,n with transition functions. We ﬁrst generalize the
pAC function in Deﬁnition 22.
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1 struct AC { long double lo, long double hi }
2 AC pAC(char prevStr[]) {
3 int end=|prevStr|, k
4 AC new=(0,0), old=(0,1)
5 for (k=1 to end) {
6 new.hi=old.lo+(old.hi−old.lo)∗cdf[map(prevStr[k])]
7 new.lo=old.lo+(old.hi−old.lo)∗cdf[map(prevStr[k])−1]
8 old=new
9 } return new
10 }
Deﬁnition 22 (Generalized parameterized arithmetic coding (pAC) function). For an n-length p-string T , the function pAC in
Algorithm 4 will generate an arithmetic code interval for a given substring prevStr from some prev encoding.
Next, the transition functions are generalized in Deﬁnitions 23 and 24 to account for any m-block of a p-suﬃx. The
generalized transition functions that consider symbols with equal probability p are presented below and are similar in
nature to those presented in Deﬁnitions 18 and 19 (which only work for preﬁxes of p-suﬃxes). The new transitions differ
primarily by incorporating the index q as a parameter to indicate the p-suﬃx containing the m-block.
Deﬁnition 23 (Remove symbol δ−pAC generalized transition). Given the AC code A at the m-block beginning at i − q + 1 1 in
p-suﬃx q  1, δ−pAC supplies the transition to remove the symbol at position i in prevT and provide the new code A of the
(m−1)-block at p-suﬃx q+1. Let r = i, β = forwT[q], j = q+β , e =min{i+m−1,n}, λ = (map(β)−map(0))× pβ%m+1, v =
prevT[r] iff (in(prevT[r],Σ ∪{$})∨ (in(prevT[r],Z)∧ r−prevT[r] q)) and otherwise, v = 0. Finally, let c = cdf [map(v)−1].
δ−pAC(q, i, A) =
⎧⎨
⎩
( A.lo−c
p ,
A.hi−c
p
)
, if (in(prevT[q],Z) ∧ ( j > e ∨ j  r)) ∨ in(prevT[q],Σ ∪ {$})( A.lo−λ−c
p ,
A.hi−λ−c
p
)
, if in(prevT[q],Z) ∧ r < j  e
Deﬁnition 24 (Add symbol δ+pAC generalized transition). Given the AC code A at (m − 1)-block (i −m + 1) 1 with i  n of p-
suﬃx q 1, δ+pAC supplies the transition to add the symbol at position i in prevT and provide the new code A of the m-block
in p-suﬃx q. Let a = i, k = a− prevT[a],  = A.hi− A.lo, d = × cdf [map(prev(T [a]))], f = × cdf [map(prev(T [a]))− 1],
v =  × cdf [map(prevT[a])], and w =  × cdf [map(prevT[a]) − 1]
δ+pAC(q, i, A) =
{
(A.lo+ f , A.lo+ d), if (in(prevT[a],Z) ∧ k < q) ∨ in(prevT[a],Σ ∪ {$})
(A.lo+ w, A.lo+ v), if in(prevT[a],Z) ∧ k q
Using the previously deﬁned functions, the worst case p-suﬃx sorting approach is given in Algorithm 5. In the algorithm,
each p-suﬃx is placed into an initial bucket based on the arithmetic codes pAC (in the range 0  pAC  1) constructed
from the initial m-blocks, that is, the m-blocks prev(T [1 . . .m]),prev(T [2 . . .m + 1]), etc. The ﬂoating point data type is
exploited to maintain the number of each bucket b and each pAC code in the form 〈b.pAC〉. The ﬂoating point codes are
sorted by a traditional merge sort procedure to sort the codes and in turn, sort the p-suﬃx m-blocks. The process is repeated
as the pAC codes are computed for the adjacent m-blocks of prev(T [1 . . .n])[m + 1 . . .2m],prev(T [2 . . .n])[m + 1 . . .2m],
etc. The computed codes are used jointly with the bucket identiﬁers to successively sort within each bucket. The buckets are
subsequently renumbered to accommodate the current sorting. When there are n buckets, this signiﬁes that each p-suﬃx is
distinct to a bucket and hence, the sorting is complete. Moreover, the sorting is complete when we process enough m-blocks
to clearly differentiate the p-suﬃxes or more precisely, h such m-blocks where
h =
{
max{1,u}, if n%m 	= 0
max{1,min{ nm ,u + 1}}, otherwise
with u = plcp(T [i...n],T [ j...n])m , 1 i  n, 1 j  n, i 	= j. The running time of Algorithm 5 is proven in Theorem 25.
Theorem 25. Given a p-string T of length n and an integer m with 1  m  n, the p-suﬃx-sorting of T can be accomplished in
O (n
2 logn
m ) time in the worst case and O (n logn) on average via parameterized arithmetic coding.
Proof. It is clear from Deﬁnition 4 and the lexicographical ordering preserved in an arithmetic code that the successive
sorting within buckets in Algorithm 5 will correctly sort the n p-suﬃxes of T . In terms of time, section A) requires a total of
O (n) operations for initialization. Section B) performs the actual sorting and the bulk of the work. The steps in section B.1)
are similar to the O (n) steps in Theorem 20. In this chunk of the algorithm, the work is completed in O (m + n) ∈ O (n)
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1 struct pcode { int i, long double fi }
2 int[] pSA_Algorithm5(char T[n]) {
3 int pSA[n], R[n], k, q=1, b=0, s=1
4 int rmv, add
5 pcode code[n], tmp[n]
6 AC current
7 // A) −− initialize code pairs
8 for (k=1 to n) {
9 code[k]=tmp[k]=(k,0)
10 R[k]=k
11 } // B) −− sort m−blocks of p−suﬃxes
12 while (b < n) {
13 // B.1) −− generate m−block codes
14 current=pAC(prevT[q...min{q+m−1,n}])
15 tmp[R[1]]=(1,tag(current))
16 rmv=q, add=q+m
17 for (k=2 to n) {
18 if (1  rmv  n)
19 current=δ−pAC(k,rmv,current)
20 if (1  add  n)
21 current=δ+pAC(k+1,add,current)
22 tmp[R[k]]=(k,tag(current))
23 rmv++, add++
24 }
25 // B.2) −− identify bucket
26 for (k=1 to n) {
27 if (k=1)
28 b=1
29 else {
30 if (!(code[R[tmp[k].i]].fi=code[R[tmp[k−1].i]].fi ))
31 b++
32 } tmp[k].fi=b+tmp[k].fi−tmp[k].fi
33 }
34 // B.3) −− sort p−suﬃxes
35 // sort fi attribute of array tmp
36 merge_sort({tmp[1],tmp[2], . . . ,tmp[n]})
37
38 // B.4) −− rank the p−suﬃxes
39 for (k=1 to n)
40 R[tmp[k].i]=k
41 code=tmp
42 q=q+m
43 s++
44 }
45 // C) −− retain p−suﬃx array
46 for (k=1 to n)
47 pSA[k]=code[k].i
48 return pSA
49 }
time since m n, the call to function pAC(S) (in Deﬁnition 22) demands O (m) steps (m = |S|), and the transition functions
δ−pAC (in Deﬁnition 23) and δ+pAC (in Deﬁnition 24) are clearly O (1) operations. Sections B.2) and B.4) clearly use O (n)
operations. Section B.3) uses a traditional O (n logn) merge sort operation to sort n ﬂoating point numbers during each
iteration. The operations in B.1) through B.4) are performed until b  n, i.e., until there is one distinct bucket for each
p-suﬃx. More speciﬁcally, this occurs when we have iterated h times, processing each of the m-length codes reaching
the pLCPmax between any two p-suﬃxes. Thus, the O (n + n logn) operations in B.1) through B.4) are performed a total
of h =  nm  times in the worst case. The retrieval of the p-suﬃx array in section C) only uses O (n) operations. Hence,
Algorithm 5 sorts the n p-suﬃxes of a p-string in O (n + h × (n + n logn)) time. Therefore, O (h × n logn) time is required
and in the worst case when h =  nm , O (n
2 logn
m ) time is demanded. Similar to the proof of Theorem 21, if we consider an
average case, general p-string, to require one sort (h = 1) when m = O (logn) then the algorithm executes in O (n logn) on
average. 
We acknowledge that it is possible to ﬁrst call Algorithm 3 from Algorithm 5 to achieve an O (n) average case result
prior to worst case p-suﬃx sorting. Table 4 illustrates that based on m, the time complexity varies. In the table, we display
various values for m and note that in practice, the choice of m should be made by considering the underlying architecture in
terms of n and the alphabet size. For instance, consider a very large string of length n = 1T B (assuming a 64-bit machine).
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Time and space complexity of Algorithm 5 (n > 1 and m =min{ f (n),n}).
f (n) Time complexity ( n
2 logn
m ) Space complexity
1 O (n2 logn)
O (n)
log logn O ( n2 lognlog logn )
√logn O (n2√logn)
logn O (n2)
log2 n O ( n2logn )
 3√n logn O (n 53 )

√
n
logn  O (n
3
2 log2 n)
√n O (n 32 logn)
Table 5
Example execution of Algorithm 5 with T = xxyxxyxx$ and m = 2, where  identiﬁes a sorted bucket.
Sort s = 1 Sort s = 2 Sort s = 3
b m-block p-suﬃx b m-block p-suﬃx b m-block p-suﬃx prev(T [b . . .n])
1 $ 9  1 9 1 9 $
2 0$ 8  2 8 2 8 0$
3 00 2 3 1$ 6  3 6 001$
3 4 13 3  4 21 3 001321$
5 5 21 2 5 $ 5  0021$
6 5 6 32 2  0021321$
4 01 1 6 $ 7  7 7 01$
4 7 02 1 8 1$ 4  01021$
7 4 9 13 1  01021321$
Consider there to be limited number of unique symbols in prev(T ). Then, a practical choice is m = logn = 40. Recall
that in Algorithm 5, we use a whole number to represent the bucket number b and a fraction to represent the code pAC in
the form 〈b.pAC〉. In practice, we can avoid some of the type-casting and calculations by dividing the b and pAC into two
separate long double variables and handling them individually. The broad range of the long double data type can easily
represent the pAC m-block codes since there are only n of them. With precision restrictions, we can increase the integral
distance between each lexicographically ordered symbol by slightly altering the map function to further utilize the data
type range for the pAC codes. Alternatively, it is possible to allocate each of the 〈b.pAC〉 elements by cascading a constant
number of variables to address any data type limitations on very large data sets. Nonetheless, an architecture that is able
to load n = 1T B of data completely into main memory likely has the ability to allocate extra space and perform heavy
computations to further process the large data set.
Moreover, a simple analysis of Algorithm 5 will show that only O (n) space is required in any case. This is true because
the algorithm maintains only a constant number of arrays containing data related to the n p-suﬃxes. Algorithm 5 is an
improvement over the worst case p-suﬃx sorting in [16] with a theoretical time complexity of O (n2) because in our pSA
construction, the tradeoff between m and time offers numerous cases with sub-quadratic worst case theoretical complexity.
An example execution of Algorithm 5 is provided in Table 5. In the example, notice that n = 9, m = 2, and in the worst
case s =  nm  =  92  = 5 sorts are needed, but only s = 3 sorts are used in this example. This is because the maximum
m-blocks observed is h = max{1,  52 } = 3 since the maximum plcp is T [1 . . .n] = 01021321$ =5 01021$ = T [4 . . .n]. Al-
gorithm 5 is designed to terminate early if possible, taking advantage of this very situation when only a few m-blocks are
required to differentiate between the p-suﬃxes.
Further, we observe that during each iteration of Algorithm 5, it is guaranteed that m of the p-suﬃxes are in their ﬁnal
position in the pSA. The last m p-suﬃxes are guaranteed to be sorted because the size of the p-suﬃxes are 1,2, . . . ,n and
during each sorting iteration, exactly m of the smallest p-suﬃxes (also the last p-suﬃxes in the p-string) have no future
symbols and thus, are fully differentiated. For the ﬁrst iteration, these m p-suﬃxes are the indices (n−m+1) to n. Moreover,
the p-suﬃxes (n− 2m+ 1) to (n−m) are guaranteed to be sorted after the second iteration. We take advantage of this fact
in Algorithm 6. In each iteration of section B) of Algorithm 6, the last m p-suﬃxes are not operated on. Instead, we alter
the bucketing scheme to assign the last m p-suﬃxes to their ﬁnal bucket (index) in the p-suﬃx array and thus, do not need
to further process these p-suﬃxes. Theoretically, the time saved here is important because the sorting only needs to be
performed until the p-suﬃxes differentiate and m less pAC codes are sorted each iteration. Also, we observe that our worst
case p-suﬃx sorting routine must only be called when the p-suﬃxes of a particular p-string cannot be fully differentiated in
the average case. So, we take advantage of this fact in Algorithm 6 by ﬁrst calling our average case solution in Algorithm 3
and further sorting only if necessary. Theorem 26 proves the running time of Algorithm 6.
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1 struct pcode { int i, long double fi }
2 int[] pSA_Algorithm6(char T[n]) {
3 int pSA[n], R[n], R2[n], k, q=1, b=0, s=1
4 int i=0, f=0, x=n, y=0, rmv, add, v
5 pcode code[n], tmp[n], tmp2[n]
6 AC current
7 // A) −− init / average p−suﬃx sorting
8 for (k=1 to n) {
9 code[k]=tmp[k]=tmp2[k]=(k,0)
10 R[k]=R2[k]=k
11 } pSA=pSA_Algorithm3(T)
12 if (average_case=true) return pSA
13 // B) −− sort m−blocks of p−suﬃxes
14 while (f < x) {
15 // B.1) −− generate m−block codes
16 f=0, y=min{q+m−1,n}
17 current=pAC(prevT[q...y])
18 tmp[R[1]]=(1,tag(current))
19 rmv=q, add=q+m
20 for (k=2 to n) {
21 if (1  rmv  n)
22 current=δ−pAC(k,rmv,current)
23 if (1  add  n)
24 current=δ+pAC(k+1,add,current)
25 tmp[R[k]]=(k,tag(current)), rmv++, add++
26 }
27 // B.2) −− identify bucket
28 radix_sort({R2[1],R2[2], . . . ,R2[x]})
29 for (k=1 to x) {
30 if (R2[k]=1){ b=1, f++
31 } else {
32 if (!(code[R2[k]].fi=code[R2[k]−1].fi )){
33 b=R2[k]+1, f++
34 }
35 } tmp[R2[k]].fi=b+tmp[R2[k]].fi−tmp[R2[k]].fi
36 } for (v=1 to x) tmp2[v]=tmp[R[v]]
37
38 // B.3) −− sort p−suﬃxes
39 // sort fi attribute of array tmp2
40 merge_sort({tmp2[1],tmp2[2],. . . ,tmp2[x]})
41 for (v=1 to x) tmp[R2[v]]=tmp2[v]
42
43 // B.4) −− rank the p−suﬃxes
44 for (k=1 to x) R[tmp[R2[k]].i]=R2[k]
45 for (k=1 to x) R2[k]=R[k]
46 for (k=1 to x) code[R2[k]]=tmp[R2[k]]
47 q=q+m, i++, x=n−i∗m, s++
48 }
49 // C) −− retain p−suﬃx array
50 for (k=1 to n) pSA[k]=code[k].i
51 return pSA
52 }
Theorem 26. Given a p-string T of length n and an integer m with 1m n, the p-suﬃx-sorting of T is accomplished in O (n) time
on average and precisely O (
∑h−1
i=1 [(n− i ×m) log(n− i ×m)] + n logn) time in the worst case via parameterized arithmetic coding.
Worst case space is O (n).
Proof. The time complexity of Algorithm 6 is similar to the time analysis of Algorithm 5 in Theorem 25 except for two
differences. First, the initial sorting of section A) may completely sort the p-suﬃxes via Algorithm 3 where m = O (logn)
if and only if h = O ( lognm ) = O (1). In this average case, Algorithm 6 performs a single iteration to sort the m-blocks of
length O (logn) to sort a general p-string in O (n) time by Theorem 21. Second, the sections B.1) through B.4) are called
only when the sorting is incomplete, i.e. the p-suﬃxes require further sorting beyond the average case. These steps op-
erate on m less elements during each iteration of section B). Let each individual {c1, c2} be a constant that represents
the time required to perform an operation and let c3 be chosen to satisfy the inequality. Then, the time complexity is
c1 ×∑h−1[(n− i×m) log(n− i×m)+ (n− i×m)]+ c2×n c3 × (∑0i=0[n log(n− i×m)]+∑h−1[(n− i×m) log(n− i×m)]) ∈i=0 i=1
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Time and space complexity of Algorithm 6 (n > 1 and m =min{ f (n),n}).
h f (n) Time complexity Space complexity
1 logn O (n)
O (n)
1 √n O (n)
logn logn O (n logn log(n− logn))
 nm  
√
n O (n 32 log(n − √n))
 nm  logn O ( n
2 log(n−logn)
logn )
 nm  1 O (n2 logn)
O (
∑h−1
i=1 [(n − i ×m) log(n − i ×m)] + n logn). Since Algorithm 6 only uses a constant number of arrays of length n, then
O (n) space is consumed in the worst case. 
The exact time complexity of Algorithm 6 is dependent on several factors including n, m, and h. This adds to the practical
value of our algorithm, since n and h are dependent on the p-string and a practical m is chosen for arithmetic coding to
control the overall time complexity. As mentioned earlier, the selection of m around m = O (logn) is a practical choice for
large data sets. Note that the value of h is never individually computed and instead, the value of h is simply a precise
measure for the running time of the algorithm. Examples of the running time of Algorithm 6 are given in Table 6. In
addition to solving the sorting of sophisticated, dynamically changing p-suﬃxes of a p-string, our worst case algorithm also
correctly sorts the suﬃxes of a traditional string, since a p-string without parameters behaves as a traditional string.
The running times displayed in Table 6 are dependent on the h for a provided p-string. In particular, the running times
where h =  nm  address a p-string in the worst case. In [16], it was originally posed as an open question whether there
exists a worst case p-suﬃx sorting approach that performs better than an O (n2) solution. More formally, does there exist a
solution running in o(n2) time in the worst case? In the following corollary, we answer this open question in the aﬃrmative.
Yes, there are indeed o(n2) approaches to sort sophisticated, dynamically changing p-suﬃxes. Algorithm 6 accomplishes this
feat.
Corollary 27. Let  > 0 be a very small number  = 0.00 . . .1. For a p-string T of length n and a chosen m = O (log1+ n), then in the
worst case when h = O ( nm ) the running time of Algorithm 6 is o(n2).
Proof. From Theorem 26, Algorithm 6 executes in g(n) = O (n2 log(n−log1+ n)
log1+ n ) time in the worst case. Since limn→∞[
g(n)
n2
] = 0,
then also g(n) ∈ o(n2). 
7. Experiments
We implemented the newly introduced p-suﬃx array (pSA) construction algorithms based on our parameterized arith-
metic coding (pAC) techniques. Our programs are written in C. We have executed our pSA constructions in the Cygwin
environment running on a Dell Inspiron 570 desktop with 3.10 GHz clock speed and 8 GB RAM.
We tested on ﬁles from the Large Corpus (http://corpus.canterbury.ac.nz/descriptions/#large), the theoretical Fibonacci
string, and strings from random distributions. Tables 7–10 show the nature of the dataset in terms of their average and
maximum LCP values. For a given string, the mean and max LCP values give an idea on the diﬃculty in suﬃx sorting
for the string, with higher values indicating more diﬃculty. At the time of this writing, we were unable to compare our
programs with the only other worst case direct p-suﬃx sorting programs by [16] due to environment compilation issues.
We discuss our experimental results and compare them with our theoretical results. When conducting these experiments,
we select the alphabets Σ and Π . Since our work is based on an indexed alphabet, the choice of alphabet will impact the
results only if the parameter sets signiﬁcantly modify the parameterized longest common preﬁx (pLCP) array or perhaps
pLCPmax or pLCPμ (see Deﬁnition 7).
The main focus of the implementation is on our core pSA constructions: Algorithms 5 and 6. Recall that Algorithms 5
and 6 sort the p-suﬃxes of the n-length text T by sorting pAC codes that represent m-length blocks of the n p-suﬃxes.
Since our results are theoretical in nature, we ﬁrst needed to address two key issues in the practical implementation: (1)
validate the choice of the given integer m and (2) precisely handle the arithmetic computations of the transition functions
(Deﬁnitions 23 and 24). Not addressing these issues may result in an invalid pSA construction.
The ﬁrst key concern is how to validate the choice of m. That is, the m should not be too large so that tag(pAC(T [i . . . i+
m − 1])) can be represented by the long double data type. Since a pAC code is a ﬂoating point value, the choice of
m should produce codes that are clearly differentiable, where two lexicographically different m-blocks should have non-
equal pAC codes with the same ordering. Prior to constructing the pSA in our implementation, we gather the p-string
T and compute prevT = prev(T ). Next, the unique symbols within prevT are identiﬁed as the alphabet to encode. Let
unique_symbols(prevT) identify the number of unique symbols in prevT . Recall that our pAC coding assumes that
symbols are equally probable; these symbols in prevT occur with probability p = unique_symbols(prevT)−1. Now, we
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Max of LCP values within data sets.
Fibonacci Bible Ecoli
i pLCPmax = LCPmax i pLCPmax = LCPmax i pLCPmax = LCPmax
10000 5819 10000 64 800000 1345
20000 10944 410000 193 1600000 1345
30000 17709 810000 487 2400000 1345
40000 22289 1210000 487 3200000 1346
50000 28655 2410000 487 4000000 1811
3210000 487 4638690 2815
3445275 487
Table 8
Mean of LCP values within data sets.
Fibonacci Bible Ecoli
i pLCPμ LCPμ i pLCPμ LCPμ i pLCPμ LCPμ
10000 2566.7 2566.7 10000 7.7 7.2 800000 15.8 13.8
20000 5044.2 5044.2 410000 11.9 11.1 1600000 15.1 13.1
30000 7744.3 7744.3 810000 14.6 13.8 2400000 15.7 13.7
40000 10130.6 10130.6 1210000 13.8 13.0 3200000 16.0 14.1
50000 12766.8 12766.8 2410000 13.5 12.8 4000000 17.4 15.4
3210000 13.4 12.6 4638690 19.3 17.4
3445275 13.3 12.5
Table 9
Max of LCP values within random data sets.
i N (16,8) N (24,12) U(1,64) U(1,16)
pLCPmax LCPmax pLCPmax LCPmax pLCPmax LCPmax pLCPmax LCPmax
125000 23 6 29 6 34 6 17 7
250000 23 7 29 6 35 6 18 8
375000 24 7 29 6 38 6 19 9
500000 24 7 29 6 38 6 19 9
625000 24 9 29 6 38 6 19 9
750000 24 9 29 6 38 6 19 9
875000 26 9 29 6 38 6 19 9
1000000 26 9 29 6 38 6 19 9
Table 10
Mean of LCP values within random data sets.
i N (16,8) N (24,12) U(1,64) U(1,16)
pLCPμ LCPμ pLCPμ LCPμ pLCPμ LCPμ pLCPμ LCPμ
125000 13.2 2.9 15.2 2.5 17.9 2.2 11.1 3.6
250000 13.6 3.1 15.6 2.7 18.4 2.3 11.5 3.8
375000 13.9 3.2 15.9 2.8 18.7 2.5 11.7 4.0
500000 14.1 3.2 16.1 2.9 18.9 2.6 11.8 4.1
625000 14.2 3.3 16.3 2.9 19.1 2.6 12.0 4.2
750000 14.3 3.4 16.4 3.0 19.2 2.7 12.1 4.2
875000 14.4 3.4 16.5 3.0 19.3 2.7 12.1 4.3
1000000 14.5 3.5 16.6 3.0 19.4 2.8 12.2 4.3
generate the codes pAC1 and pAC2 for two lexicographically neighboring m-length p-suﬃxes and the difference is calculated
as  = |tag(pAC1) − tag(pAC2)| > 0. We test to ensure that these codes are indeed separated by  > 0. Any codes that
differ by less than  are considered equal. An invalid  (perhaps   0) causes different codes to collide and thus, signiﬁes
that a smaller m is required.
The second key concern is to handle the arithmetic computations of the transition functions (Deﬁnitions 23 and 24).
In Algorithms 5 and 6, there is a separate section where the pAC ﬂoating point codes are initially generated with the
pAC function (Algorithm 4) and subsequently created by the transition functions. In practice, successive ﬂoating point
computations yield error and in our case, we rely heavily on the ordering of the pAC codes. Propagating these errors will
eventually invalidate the ordering of the pAC codes and thus, result in an invalid pSA. Because we compare codes with an
inequality based on  , there is room for some error. We can handle this situation a few ways: renormalizing the ﬂoating
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m = 3, and unique_symbols(prev(T )) = 70.
Fig. 3. Time for pSA construction on Bible with |Σ | = 27, |Π | = 14, m = 3,
and unique_symbols(prev(T )) = 3498.
point codes or resetting the code cleanly with the function pAC after a speciﬁed number of transitions. For the purposes of
this implementation, we have chosen the latter solution.
We ﬁrst considered the sequence Ecoli from the Large Corpus. In our experiment, we construct the pSA for preﬁxes of
the string. For this text, we considered the entire alphabet to be parameters: Σ = ∅ and Π = {a, c, g, t}. Table 7 shows
that the standard LCPmax and the pLCPmax are equal whereas Table 8 shows that pLCPμ > LCPμ in all cases. We executed
Algorithms 5 and 6 on the data. The results are displayed in Fig. 2. First, we notice that, in practice, the theoretically
improved Algorithm 6 is not better than its predecessor Algorithm 5. Though Algorithm 6 is a theoretical improvement, the
need to prepare the data for the merge_sort function is an implementation step that appears to be costly. In both cases,
it is clear that the plots are linear until the ﬁnal two points. By observing Table 7, we notice that the pLCPmax is nearly
constant as the size of i increases until the ﬁnal two values of i, in which the value increases signiﬁcantly. Since our pSA
constructions sort pAC codes that represent p-suﬃx blocks until they differentiate, we should expect to sort more at the
end of the text. So, (1) the constant pLCPmax and the beginning linearity of the plot and (2) the ultimate complexity change
in the plot and the simultaneous change in pLCPmax are connected.
Next, we considered the Bible text from the Large Corpus. Since the Bible is composed of words, it is inappropriate
to use individual symbols as parameters. So, the original Bible text was preprocessed and transformed into a text more
suitable for p-matching and our program. First, only letters and spaces in the original text remained in the transformed
text. All letters were forced to lowercase letters. Next, a unigram was constructed and each word appearing in the new
text with a frequency f  7500 was replaced with a unique uppercase symbol. (Thus, the size of the transformed Bible is
slightly smaller than the original.) For example, the word the was replaced with the letter L. These 14 frequent words were
considered parameters. Since the parameter words are now replaced with unique symbols not used by constants, there is no
real need to adjust the remaining words since the remaining symbols must match anyway to detect a constant. So, we have
constructed a new p-match problem where frequent words may be substituted. Tables 7 and 8 display information regarding
the pLCP and LCP of the transformed Bible. We notice that slightly pLCPμ > LCPμ in all cases and further, pLCPmax = 487
from i = 810000 until the end of the string. This is reﬂected in the results of Fig. 3 since the increase of each step is
mirrored for each i where pLCPmax = 487. Even though both Algorithms 5 and 6 are linear in this case, the implementation
of Algorithm 6 is again inferior, as was described in the Ecoli experiment. For concision, we further omit the Algorithm 6
results in future ﬁgures.
The qth Fibonacci sequence (or Fibostring) [28] is denoted by fq and satisﬁes the recurrence f0 = b, f1 = a, and fq =
fq−1 fq−2 for q  2. The recurrence relation makes the resulting string naturally repetitive. Table 7 shows the LCPmax for
the traditional case Σ = {a,b} and Π = ∅ and pLCPmax for the case Σ = ∅ and Π = {a,b}. The values LCPμ and pLCPμ are
shown in Table 8. Notice that the alphabet set does not alter these values. Because our algorithms sort blocks until the pAC
codes differ, these signiﬁcant longest common preﬁx values signify that the Fibonacci string will force a worst case situation
for our algorithms. We executed our Algorithm 5 implementation on preﬁxes of a Fibonacci string with Σ = ∅, Π = {a,b},
and varying m. The execution time is displayed in Fig. 4. Since this is considered a worst case string, we correctly anticipate
from Theorem 25 that a ﬁxed small m will result in a super-quadratic plot. The graph also conﬁrms that as m increases,
the execution time takes on a smaller complexity. We notice that the pLCPmax occurs near the end of the tested Fibonacci
sequence and at this point in the string, the graphs begin to clearly differentiate from one another. This clearly identiﬁes
the variation in complexity. Lastly, the memory requirements are displayed in Fig. 5. We see that memory requirements are
linear regardless of the choice of m, as expected from Table 4 and a space analysis of Algorithm 5.
The next experiment tests our pSA construction on random sequences. Denote the Normal (Gaussian) distribution as
N (a,b), where a is mean and b is variance. Denote the Uniform distribution as U(a,b) on the range [a,b]. These con-
tinuous distributions were discretized to yield discrete alphabet symbols. For a variety of distributions, a string of length
n = 1000000 was generated. Algorithm 5 was executed on preﬁxes of the generated string with all parameters, Σ = ∅, and
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2, and unique_symbols(prev(T )) = 5.
Fig. 5. Space for pSA construction on Fibonacci sequence with |Σ | = 0,
|Π | = 2, and unique_symbols(prev(T )) = 5.
Fig. 6. Time for pSA construction on random sequences from Normal (N (a,b) where a is mean and b is variance) and Uniform (U(a,b) on the range [a,b])
discretized distributions with |Σ | = 0 and m = 3.
a ﬁxed m = 3. Fig. 6 shows the results. The data in Tables 9 and 10 show that the introduction of parameters increases
the values in every case. That is, pLCPmax > LCPmax and pLCPμ > LCPμ in every case. Since our algorithms successively sort
blocks until pAC codes differ, this will increase the diﬃculty of the pSA construction when compared to standard SA con-
struction. However, since the values pLCPmax and pLCPμ do not change signiﬁcantly with increasing i, we expect that the
pSA construction on the preﬁxes of the random strings will complete after a few sorts. This is conﬁrmed in the results in
Fig. 6, which shows a linear plot for the pSA construction of each random sequence.
In summary, our experimental results conﬁrm that Algorithms 5 and 6 execute as expected from Theorems 25 and 26
respectively. Even though Algorithm 6 leads to the improved theoretical results in Theorem 26, the experimental results
show that this implementation is inferior to Algorithm 5. We expect this to be a consequence of the extra implementation
details required in Algorithm 6 to “setup” the array prior to passing the data to a standard merge_sort routine.
8. Conclusion and discussion
The notion that p-suﬃxes are dynamic limits our ability to directly sort them, i.e. obtaining the p-suﬃx array, using
techniques for traditional suﬃx sorting such as successive doubling used in [24] or the conventional tricks used in induction
[1,2,18,25]. Obtaining the p-suﬃx array indirectly from the p-suﬃx tree is subject to both the large memory footprint of the
tree and the time/space tradeoff of the outgoing edge representation. These obstacles show the signiﬁcance of the direct
p-suﬃx sorting problem and present several intricacies and challenges to correctly and eﬃciently address the problem.
In terms of direct suﬃx sorting, the time/space tradeoff varies with algorithms. For traditional strings, approaches as
those by [14] accomplish in-place direct suﬃx sorting in super-linear time, using only space for the suﬃx array and text.
In other direct suﬃx sorting approaches, as this paper, we are concerned with improving the theoretical time complexity
of the actual sorting and thus, we use a constant number of arrays in O (n) space. We analyze our algorithms by incorpo-
rating multiple variables so that the algorithm may be tuned accordingly for practical use. We then analyze our algorithms
experimentally in terms of speciﬁc characteristics of various data sets.
In this work, we use new and novel mechanisms to handle the intricacies of the direct p-suﬃx sorting problem by
representing p-suﬃxes with ﬁngerprints and arithmetic codes. First, we propose a theoretical algorithm using ﬁngerprints
R. Beal, D. Adjeroh / Journal of Discrete Algorithms 16 (2012) 151–169 169to p-suﬃx sort an n-length p-string in O (n) time, with n and the alphabet size constrained in practice. Then, arithmetic
codes are used to propose an algorithm to p-suﬃx sort p-strings in linear time on average. We further extend our average
case result and propose a solution to sort p-suﬃxes in the worst case. This algorithm is improved by further observations.
We display various cases in which our worst case algorithm performs in running times ranging from O (n) to O (n2 logn).
Finally, we show that for a worst case p-string, it is possible to tune our algorithm to sort p-suﬃxes in o(n2) time. This
addresses the open problem originally posed by [16] to prove the existence of sub-quadratic worst case p-suﬃx sorting
solutions.
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